Congress for the New Urbanism
1922. The highways and towers of Le Corbusier's City of Tomorrow inspired the urban renewal program in America. (Courtesy of Artists Rights Society [ARS] / SPADEM, 1995, Paris)
An Urban Quarter
contains and promotes
all the Qualities of a
City

A Functional Zone
admits
one simple quality (master) of a City
at the exclusion of all others

All is permitted & tolerated
that is not strictly forbidden

All that is not explicitly obligatory is strictly forbidden
Pull Back the Curtain!
"Broad is the road that leads to destruction
...narrow is the road that leads to life."

-Jesus

(Matthew 7:13-14)

New International Version
Well-planned highway systems enhance safety and traffic flow.

Wisconsin Dept. of Transportation
Context Sensitive Solutions in Designing Major Urban Thoroughfares for Walkable Communities

An ITE Proposed Recommended Practice